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Introduction  
 
We R.C. Industries are reputed manufacturers and suppliers of Cutting Tools, Boiler 
Accessories, Extruder machinery spares and Post Extrusion Machinery used in PVC Plants, 
Fabricated material handling structures, Conveyors and their spares and other special 
purpose machines. We make available products that are useful for all kinds of 
manufacturing and production application in engineering, mechanical, construction, 
automobile and other allied industries. 
 
On basis of availability of Tool Room Machines and our vast experience in machining jobs 
products which we offer and are known among our valued client for its long life,highly 
efficient and durable nature. Apart from this customize products and new 
product development which we can offer to our clients add more value to our profile. 
 
 
 
History 
 
Established in the year 1996, we, 'RC Industries', used to work primarily for automobile 
spare manufacturing companies for their tooling resharpening and gauge fixture needs. But 
it was always in our mind to do something special so that we can earn a bit better can be 
reckoned for our work. Hence we started making customize SPM machines and machine 
spares on basis of reverse engineering. To fulfil this purpose we prepared complete team of 
hard workers who can give their input to deliver the final and fultfree in  end .Eventually 
some big clients like Goodyear India Ltd. ,Yokohama started showing trust in us. Now a days 
we are a reliable supplier to fulfil their critical needs. Parallely we started working on to 
make a product catalogue which we can promote and market on internet for domestic and 
export. Hence we started making PVC Pipe making machine spares and pvc pipe post 
extruder machineries. Now a days we have been making more than 10 machineries which 
have designed by us initially as per industry need and have customers all over india like PVC 
Pipe Socket Machine, SWR Socket Machine, PVC Pipe Scrap Grinder, Pulveriser etc. We have 
been supplying these spares and machines to all over india. With our continuous and 
untiring efforts now we are known among our respected client to deliver products as per 
customer application specific need .Furthermore the products we supply for PVC Pipe 
extrusion and post extrusion are known for their life, low maintenance cost and durability. 
 
Growth 
 
Here if we talk about our financial capabilities, existed market, customer trsut, financers 
belief in us, our assets, infrastructure, power backup facilities.  We have grown in every 
aspect in a certain period of time. The future was always unpredictable but not impossible. 
We have achieved our goals because of our team. We have prepared a team of 
professionals who hold specialization in manufacturing our products as per the detailed 
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specifications of the clients. We are a team of about 50 professionals wherein everybody is 
the best in his specific area who helps from starting till delivery of any customer needed 
customize product in deadlines. 
 

 
 
Clients- 

 GoodYear India Ltd. Faridabad 

 Yokohama India Ltd. Bahadurgarh 

 Integrated Thermoplastics Ltd. Hyderabad 

 Prince Industries Ltd. Haridwar 

 Gupta Power Infrastructure Ltd. Bhubaneshwar 

 Atul Pumps Ltd. Agra 

 Dhruv Globals Ltd. Faridabad 

 Imperial Auto Industries Ltd. Faridabad 

 Paharpur Cooling Towers Ltd. Sahibabad 

 VRS Foods Ltd. Gulahoti Uttar Pradesh 

 Sangal Papers Limited Mawana Uttar Pradesh 
 
 
Our Team  
 
Workforce being the innate strength of our entire operations, we have been successful in 
meeting the set goals of our organization within the promised time frame. Well-aware with the 
latest developments in the market, our team members work in close harmony with the clients 
to meet their set expectations. Furthermore, our professionals specialize in taking care of all 
production and post-production operations in a streamlined and efficient manner. Our 
management has selected these professionals on the basis of their experience, education and 
skill sets required in this domain.  

 
Our team comprises:  
 

 Procurement agents  

 Quality associates  

 Production engineers  

 Technicians  

 Research and development specialists  

 Logistics personnel  

 Administration staff  

 Skilled workers  



 
Machinery Available 
 

 Milling machine  

 Lathe machine  

 CNC turning center  

 Cylindrical Grinder  

 Tool & Cutter Machines  

 MITR  

 MIG and ARC Welding Equipments  

 Thread Cutting Milling Machines 

 Bendsaw Machine 

 Boring Machine 

 Drill Machines 

 
 
 
Our Infrastructural Facilities  
 
 
We have built a state-of-the-art infrastructure base, which is facilitated with latest equipment, 
requisite amenities and technologies. Our infrastructure is segmented into various departments 
like manufacturing, administration, warehousing, quality testing and other operational units for 
smooth business operations. Furthermore, the installed machines and technologies installed in 
our production facility allow us in manufacturing a defect-free product range for our clients. 
 
Why Us?  
 
 
Our ability to manufacture a flawless product range for the clients has enabled us in acquiring 
resounding name in the market. Furthermore, the continuous support of our team members has 
helped us in meeting the exact expectations of clients on-time.  
The implementation of following factors has allowed us to expand our operations across the 
nation:  
 
 
 

 Excellent range of products  

 In-house manufacturing facility  

 Superior quality  

 Wide distribution network  

 Innovative and focused approach  

 Transparent dealings  

 Team of diligent professionals  

 Competitive pricing  

 Large product line  
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